
RFP-2021-108-FCS-IC Social Services and Behavioral Health Services 
Questions and Answers (Answers in red) 

 
 
Q: We have one quick question regarding the funding to be awarded through this RFP. We understand 
that the funding begins on July 1, 2021 and goes through June 30, 2022. At this time, can you say 
whether future RFPs for CABQ funding for these same programs will be issued? A: The next time we 
expect that an RFP will be issued for these or similar services will be in the fall of 2023 for FY25. Please 
note, as needs change in the community, so do the Scopes of Services for RFPs issued and may require 
an earlier RFP being issued.   
 
Q: We want to submit a request for funding under three distinct categories (4.2.2, 4.2.5, and 4.2.6). 
Does that mean that we need to submit three distinct proposals? Are we limited to how many 
categories we can apply under? A: You may submit a proposal for as many categories as you wish. There 
is no limit. You do, however, have to submit a complete proposal for each.  
 
Q: We are interested in applying for the RFP. I have made it to this point in the registration- when I click 
on the link below to confirm my email- I get the message that need to download a new app to open it- I 
have tried several times and have not been successful. Can the RFP be emailed to me? A: RFP emailed 
and is available on the FCS webpage. You must submit your proposal through Bonfire though. Some 
agencies have firewalls that prevent access.   You may request Bonfire support at 
support@gobonfire.com. 
 
Q: When a vendor submits a proposal, does the system allow for them to update it? We have a vendor 
asking if they can resubmit their proposal. A: Yes, a vendor has until the close date and time on the 
project to make any changes to their submission (modify, delete, etc.). Click on link for an article about 
revising the submission: Can I revise my submission? 
 
Q: I was not able to attend the virtual pre-proposal meeting this morning for RFP-2021-108-FCS-IC.  By 
chance was it recorded? A: It was recorded. We are checking on how to add it to the FCS website and/or 
Bonfire.  This answer will be updated upon determination of capacity to post the recording. 
Updated 11.21.2020: The recording from the non-mandatory pre-proposal meeting has been uploaded 
at the following site:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_Qz67gwtLM&feature=youtube .  The link 
can also be found at http://www.cabq.gov/family/partner-resources/request-for-proposals under the 
information specific to this solicitation.   
 
Q: I received the Request for Proposals email and find that there is no mention of language services in 
he list of services.  Are these services for English speakers only? A: The City understands this is an 
important issue and we are committed to addressing it.  
 
Q: Outcome #4: Increase Individual and Family Resilience, includes an indicator of progress stating: 
“Increased linkages to and engagement with health services.” The definition of the outcome on page 4 
includes the statement “....to gain strength and resourcefulness to better withstand and rebound from 
disruptive life challenges”  Since the definition talks about disruptive life challenges, does the term 
“health services” in the indicator include behavioral or mental health services (e.g. engagement with 
therapy services or other services related to a therapy treatment plan) that could be measured by 
compliance with the agreed-upon therapy treatment plan? Or is this indicator specific to ONLY linkages 
and engagement with medical health? A: Health services could also include behavioral or mental health 
services.  
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Q: I’m looking at the requested budget appendices and would like clarification.  We are proposing a new 
program under this RFP and we currently have no funding for it.  When looking at the budget 
information I have been putting $0 for current funds and the requests percentage at 100% however, 
when looking at Appendix 3, the information requested looks more like agency (or in my case 
department) wide. My question is for that specific appendix does the city want to know the full financial 
picture of the department or just the financial situation pertaining to the proposed project? A: On App 
#3, the proposal should provide information for the entire agency, or department in the case of 
government entities, not just for the proposed project.  
 
Q: Page 20:  8.3.b.ii.E:  If applicable-typical tiers of service (e.g., intensity and duration that may vary 
during contract year for case management).  Does this item ONLY apply if you are proposing services 
under the 4.2.2 Scope—Intensive Case Management Services? (we are applying under 4.2.3 Crisis 
Counseling and Support Services for Victims of Sexual Assault).  If it does not apply to our scope, can we 
just put N/A in our narrative for this item? A: If you are providing case management in any form, you 
should address this in your narrative. If not providing case management, you may answer N/A. 
 
Q: Same question different citation: 8.3.c.d.ii. “If the agency did NOT have a contract....” Can we enter 
N/A in the narrative for this item if the previous item (“i. If the Agency HAS had a contract with the 
City....”does apply to us? A: Yes, you can put ”N/A – see previous answer” or something similar for that 
question if you addressed the previous item because you have had a similar contract with the City.   

Q: At what level of org chart should we submit?  There is a broad version of org chart for Office 
for Community Health (OCH) which our department (CHWI) is one of the five that fall under 
that umbrella or maybe a narrower org chart outlining our Community Health Worker 
Initiatives (CHWI) department that oversees the ICM program? A: A narrower Org Chart is 
acceptable, making sure that it includes the staff discussed within the proposal and those 
directors that would approve quarterly reports.     

Q: Will we need to provide org charts for our sub awards as well? A: No 

Q: Are we required to submit a Drug Free Workplace Statement from each of our sub awards as 
well? A: No. We only need the Drug Free Workplace Statement for the agency submitting theh 
proposal.  However, each partner agency should also have a Drug free workplace statement in 
place if they get the subaward.  

Q: In the past, our approved F&A with the city was at 20% - Does this percentage allowance still 
hold true? A: Not automatically.  You will need to submit either a federally approved rate letter 
or cost allocation plan detailing the current F&A.  

Q: Will resumes and job descriptions of our sub awards be required as well? A: No 

Q: Uploading our proposal via the City Bonfire portal - In the past, we were required to submit 
this proposal via a Word document, but being that the mechanism for submission has changed, 
can we send as a PDF? A: Yes, you may submit proposal as a Word, PDF or Excel document. 
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Q: We have a question on RFP-2021-108-FCS-IC Social Services and Behavioral Health Services 
around providing an electronic Board signature on the Appendices.  Do you need an "actual" 
signature on these docs? Or will simply typing the name suffice. Do you have any technical 
suggestions on the best way to provide a written signature on the fillable pdfs? A: After 
downloading the fillable PDF, open the document in Adobe.  Adobe should have the 
functionality to allow for electronic signature.  If your adobe does not have that functionality you 
can then print, sign and scan to upload in Bonfire. 
 
Q: We are having a tough time getting an MOU from a collaborative partner by the deadline 
due to COVID and next week being a short week, ie, Thanksgiving. How essential is it to include 
MOUs right now?  Would a less informal letter be acceptable? A: Proposals do not have to 
include an MOU if you have been unable to obtain a fully executed MOU.  Please indicate what stage in 
agreement you are in; for example, have you approached the potential partner, do you have a draft 
MOU, are you using a different method of agreement?  It is recommended that you provide a letter of 
commitment from partner agencies.  

 

 


